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Ross has the right to appeal this decision, and it is
possible that he will. And there are other parties
here who seem to be busy, trying to settle or settle
before the appeal. For a quick look at the impact of
this suit, look for the next time we see TV host
Jimmy Kimmel, or a fair number of other celebrities
partying in their T-shirts. Or, might be in, promoting
Hustlin. Or, you may just be a DJ who loves the song
and wants to hear it regularly. Time to go to work.
Though, you probably should be careful of your t-
shirts now. A declaration filed by the filing Rogers
office stated that it could not find registration for the
phrase Hustlin M. Perhaps one of these days the
LMFAO camp will explain how this could have
happened. The filing also states that a reproduction
of the party rocking anthem was used without
permission on an advertisement for an ice cream
brand on a morning show called NBC 4/Chicago. The
song was played under the joint title of Party Rock
Anthem and Hustlin and while the video may have
been cleared for other use, a ruling against LMFAO
might enable the company to seek compensation.
Williams focused on Ross's argument that LMFAO
exceeded the bounds of fair use, because as the
lyric was used "without any commentary," it was not
transformative, and because the use of such a
famous lyric was not fair (because it did not add
anything of significance), and also because it had a
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negative impact on Ross's career. Williams also
pointed out that the song was widely licensed, and
suggested that sales, rather than the #1 spot on
Billboard and iTunes, was the driving force.
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the court then determined that it was probably fair
use, but that it had an obligation to balance the four

factors outlined in 17 u.s.c. section 107 to ensure
that the use of hustlin was not greater than

necessary. the court determined that the use of
hustlin was permissible under the creative commons

attribution-sharealike 3.0 license (referred to as a
creative commons ) and that there was no right of
attribution. as the parties reach a settlement, the
artists are yet to be named and little information

has been made available on the terms of the
settlement. however, we do know that ross will be
retiring the hustlin nickname and is working with

rick ross offshoot company, rick ross inc., to launch
his own clothing brand. in july, rick ross inc.

released their first collection of merch, which
included sweat shirts, hoodies, hats and more for
$45. no information about whether there will be

more merch releases has been made public yet. the
suit continues that the bands use of the lyric in the
song is also similar to the use of the r. ross lyric in

songs like get your cash, covered in sex, by the
commodores, and im your hooch, by the village
people. lmfos use of the track falls outside of the

scope of fair use for the reasons stated above. rick
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ross alleges that the plaintiff is attempting to
intimidate ross by filing an infringement lawsuit over
a song not containing any of the subject material of
the song itself, but rather, is a parody and comment

on ross song. ross demands $50,000 in damages.
let’s go to the greg house! rick ross everyday i’m
hustlin’ is a good, old school hustling song. lmfo
intends on making millions of dollars off of the

viacomporn star powered hit and never give the real
artist the credit he deserves. go to greghouse.com

and have your fucking thoughts on our feeble
minded blog ruined by this nonsense! it’s time to

shut this shit down! 5ec8ef588b
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